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With Somali pirate activity back at pre-2009 levels, it is time to take stock of your current anti-piracy practices and decide to
what extent protection against deliberate man-made maritime security threats such as piracy need to be embedded in your
organization and operational practices. MSS workshops aim to do just that!
Our workshops are prepared and conducted by highly skilled and experienced maritime security consultants and instructors.
Each instructor has a NATO Naval or Special Forces (SF) background.
Your workshop’s moderator will be a seasoned maritime security consultant “who has done it all”. As a former senior naval
officer with a merchant navy background he is intimately familiar to all aspects of anti-piracy operations. An MSS workshop will
help you find out what it is you do not know about piracy than to focus on the “tools” you need in order to deal with the
piracy threat in a much more coherent and effective way.
Due to the unique expertise of our consultants and instructors, MSS is able to organize maritime security workshops at board
level, operational management and senior ships staff level. We design and execute the workshop tailored to your requirement.
Some examples of issues you might wish to address during the workshop:


The limited value of ISPS for anti-piracy purposes;



How to cooperate with naval vessels and organizations



Coherent anti-piracy protection measures



How to outmaneuver pirates



Self-defense by merchant vessels



Control of armed guards team



Principles of area and vessel specific pirate risk
assessment



BMP - one size fits all?





Pirate capabilities and tactics

Establishing safe crew safe havens on vessels without a
citadel



Vessel specific maritime security measures and defense 
plans



Anti-piracy training



Navy counter piracy capabilities and limitations.

Hijack contingency planning and conduct
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